
 First of all—mofongo is a food AND it is 
tasty. It’s not good for you, but very 
tasty. It’s made of fried plantains with stuff 
on top. (I have a story about this that you’ll 
have to watch on the video!) 
  There is always a cost involved in any 
decision you make. I asked myself if the 
cost to travel to Puerto Rico was worth it. 
Well, Brian made a decision to receive Christ during our trip! In 
the midst of all that happened, this decision made it worth it! 
  Brian had just finished his track career at the University of Puerto 
Rico but we found him still sitting in the athletic department. We 
talked for awhile and I went through a short gospel presentation. I 
then grabbed one of Puerto Rican staff and introduced them. 
LucyMar was able to share again (sometimes it takes a one-two 
punch I guess lol!) and Brian put his faith in Christ! 
  The coolest part of the story was when I reached out to Brian on 
my last day in-country to see if we could get together. He had 
already left campus for the day but replied that he’d been doing 
good and “seeing God’s work these last few days.” That is what it 
is all about- God at work. Thanks for praying for the trip and for 
open hearts. We got to share with many students and plant many 
seeds. Praise God, Brian had a heart ready for the harvest! 
  We are hopeful (no that) we can launch a 3 year partnership in 
Puerto Rico!  We are currently trying to get the details ironed out 
but it looks very promising. The idea will be to take students from 
the states to PR and see them engaged in mission work as well 
as help the local PR staff to raise up new movements on new 
campuses. Please pray for wisdom! 
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Here I am going through 
the gospel with Brian.  

Prayer requests:  1) We’ve been following up 
on the contacts from the baseball team at UTSA. 
Would you pray for those who are spiritually 
open?  2) The UTSA’s men’s tennis team has 6 
international players and two U.S. players. 
They all asked me to get in touch with them! Be 
praying that God would use the ministry here to 
touch the nations through athletes like these 
tennis players! 
Thanks! 

Another video is up! “The story behind the story” is at www.dananddeann.com/videos. 
Sharing more about Puerto Rico and the connection to our neighborhood in San Antonio. 
Also sharing about the way God worked through us going to a local church in PR.  

Thank you for being part of this ministry here in San Antonio with us.  We could not do it 
without you!!!  Your prayers and support are indispensable! 

We got to do a couple team meetings. 
Here LucyMar is presenting to the 

men’s basketball team. 

Below: Left—using the Perspective 
card evangelistic tool with a soccer 

player. Right—divine connection at 
church. Story in the video! 


